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Polymer solar cells hold the promise to be a low cost, mechanically robust renewable power 

source, possibly used in building integrated photovoltaics. During the past decades, 

considerable progress has been made in improving the performance of polymer solar cells, 

with single-junction power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of over 11%, through optimizing 

active layer absorption, energy level matching and morphology. [1,2] However the acceptor 

molecules used in the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) of these solar cells are mostly limited to 

fullerene-based electron acceptors. There is a growing interest to replace fullerene acceptors 

with polymer acceptors to gain benefits including lower cost, broader light spectrum coverage 
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as well as improved mechanical and thermal stability[1,3,4]. More recently, non-fullerence 

polymer solar cells were reported to have the unique advantage of simultaneously minimizing 

voltage loss and keeping efficient charge generation and separation[5]. Among the various n-

type semiconducting polymer structures investigated as electron acceptors in all-polymer 

solar cells to date, perylene diimide (PDI)[6-9] and naphthalene diimide (NDI)[10-17] based 

polymers have emerged as the most promising materials due to their high electron mobility. 

However, the performance of all-polymer solar cells composed of low band gap donor 

polymers and NDI or PDI based n-type semiconducting polymers has so far remained lower 

in PCE than the corresponding polymer:fullerene devices. For example, early work on blends 

of poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and poly{[N,N’ -bis(2-octyldodecyl)-naphthalene-

1,4,5,8-bis(dicarbox- imide)-2,6-diyl]-alt-5,50-(2,2’2’-bithiophene)} [P(NDI2OD-T2); 

Polyera Activ InkTM N2200] showed discouraging results with a PCE below 0.2%[18]. 

Poly({4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophene-2,6-diyl}{3-fluoro-2-[(2-

ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl}) (PTB7), a high performance donor material 

with ~9% PCE when processed with PCBM acceptor[19], initially only showed 2.7% PCE, 

when blended with P(NDI2OD-T2) acceptor [19,20]. It has been suggested that unfavorable 

morphologies formed in the all-polymer cases by scanning near-field optical microscopy[21]. 

An early morphology study by X-ray scattering also indicated that large phase separation 

were formed for P3HT:Poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) (F8BT) BHJ and 

P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) BHJ[22]. Additionally, spectroscopic results of all-polymer solar cells 

showed that charge separation was adversely affected by geminate recombination in sub-

nanosecond time scales due to unfavorable morphology [21-25]. Only very recently has the 

performance of all-polymer solar cells begun to approach that of polymer-fullerene blends, 

with the use of the poly[4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b;4,5-

b']dithiophene-2,6-diyl-alt-(4-(2-ethylhexyl)-3-fluorothieno[3,4-b]thiophene-)-2-carboxylate-

2-6-diyl)] (PTB7-Th) or benzodithiophene-alt-benzo- triazole copolymers as the donor 
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polymer and N2200 as acceptor polymer. [11,26,27] More recently, a combination of a 

conjugated polymer (PBDB-T: poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)- benzo[1,2-

b:4,5-b’]dithiophene))-alt-(5,5-(1’,3’-di-2-thienyl-5’,7’- bis(2-ethylhexyl)benzo[1’,2’-c:4’,5’-

c’]dithiophene-4,8-dione))]) and small molecular compound (ITIC: 3,9-bis(2-methylene- (3-

(1,1-dicyanomethylene)-indanone))-5,5,11,11-tetrakis(4- hexylphenyl)-dithieno[2,3-d:2’,3’-

d’]-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’] dithiophene) were used to make BHJ solar cells with a high PCE 

of 11%[2].   

 

Developing high performance all-polymer BHJ devices requires an understanding of the 

morphology differences originating from the fullerene and polymer acceptors. A range of 

methods are well-established to investigate the morphology of polymer:fullerene solar cells, 

including real-space imaging methods and X-ray scattering and neutron scattering[28-31], as 

well as secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) for vertical chemical composition distribution[32]. However, these characterizations are 

performed on completed thin films, not during the film forming drying process. Thus, 

previous works lack of information about the morphology development process and 

elucidating these film formation processes may be a key to understanding and controlling the 

morphology, which gives the drastic performance differences among different cell types. 

 

Real-time X-ray diffraction can monitor the morphology evolution of the BHJ during the 

drying process[33,34]. It has been used to understand the morphology development for 

polymer:fullerene cell as well as small molecule:fullerene cells[33,35-43]. For example, 

Amassian et al. used real time X-ray scattering to directly probe the formation of the 

photoactive layer by spin-coating[43]. They observed co-occurrence of crystallization and 

phase separation in P3HT:PCBM blends during solvent evaporation. Barrena et al. examined 

the structure evolution of doctor blade coated P3HT:PCBM solar cells to understand 
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morphology evolution for the P3HT donor [40-42]. Similarly, Herzig et al. examined the 

structure evolution of slot-die coated P3HT:PCBM solar cells[34], and Russll et al. examined 

the examined the structure evolution of slot-die coated diketopyrrolopyrrole and 

quaterthiophene (DPPBT) :PCBM solar cells[38]. More recently, Richter and DeLongchamp et 

al. used real-time X-ray diffraction to understand the solvent additive effect in 

polymer:fullerene and small-molecules:fullerene solar cells.[36,37] It has been shown that real-

time X-ray diffraction is a powerful tool to track down the polymer crystallization during the 

drying process. 

 

Here, we combine in situ, real-time wide angle X-ray scattering and optical interferometry 

with ex situ hard and soft X-ray scattering to understand the morphology evolution of all-

polymer solar cells and contrast this with polymer:fullerene cells. This work sheds light on the 

challenges, such as large favorable phase separation, faced by all-polymer solar cells. To the 

best of our knowledge, this is the first report for real-time time characterization of all-polymer 

solar cells BHJ during solution processing. We found that the high glass transition 

temperature of fullerene and the tendency of the polymer to intermix with fullerene is critical 

in preventing the donor polymer from forming large domains. Meanwhile, the polymer 

acceptor showed a glass transition temperature lower than room temperature, allowing both 

donor and acceptor polymers to crystallize in the late stage of drying with a resulting large-

scale phase separation, which has negative impact on charge extraction, since large domains 

result in exciton recombining before they reach the donor:acceptor interface. 

 

In order to understand the influence of the different acceptors on the thin film morphology, 

two model systems were investigated: P3HT:[6,6]-Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester 

(PC61BM), and P3HT:naphthalene diimide thiophene-based (PNDIT) acceptor (Figure 1a). 

For the in situ study of the structural evolution during the printing process, a solution of 
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P3HT:PCBM 1:1 blends or P3HT:PNDIT 1:1 blends dissolved in chlorobenzene (CB) was 

solution-sheared on silicon substrates at 35 ˚C[44-46]. During the printing, the gap between the 

hydrophobic treated silicon blade and silicon substrate was fixed at 250 µm. A printing speed 

of 6 cm/s was used to obtain a relatively thick film in order to improve the signal to noise 

ratio for the diffracted X-ray. The intensity of X-ray was attenuated by a factor of 30 to 

reduce beam damage to the sample. We observed strong beam damages to the samples in 

halogenated solvents with the use of X-ray beam without attenuation. The real-time X-ray 

scattering data was collected with a two-dimensional (2-D) Pilatus detector (Figure 1b) with 

an exposure time of 500 ms for each frame. Interferometry measurements were used 

simultaneously to observe changes in the layer thickness during drying.  

 

Figure 1. Structure of the donor and acceptor materials used in this study (a), and schematic 

drawing of real time X-ray scattering set-up (b). 
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In 2D grazing incidence X-ray diffraction, the incidence X-ray hits the sample surface at a 

shallow angle, then diffracts and is picked up by the area detector. The diffraction peaks carry 

the information about the packing structure of the polymeric chains. By carefully analyzing 

the diffraction pattern, crystallization processes of the conjugated polymer can be visualized.   

The detailed data reduction procedure is discussed in our previous publication.[47] In short, the 

(100) diffraction peaks are fitted with a Gaussian function with background to extract peak 

position, peak width and peak area. The peak position is inversely proportional to the alkyl 

chain packing distance (i.e. the distance between alkyl chain in polymer crystal) and the full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) is inversely related to the coherence length of polymer 

crystallites. Please note that the coherence length is proportional to, but not the exact same 

value as, the crystallite size. Because the coherence length estimated from the Scherrer 

equation did not fully consider corrections for the peak broadening due to instrumental 

settings or paracrystalline disorder[48]. Lastly, the integrated peak intensity is proportional to 

the total amount of polymer crystalline domains.  

 

After fitting all the diffraction peaks, the film thickness, (100) alkyl chain packing peak 

position, FWHM and integrated peak intensity for P3HT in P3HT:PCBM and P3HT:PNDIT 

systems are plotted in Figure 2. The morphology evolution of P3HT (in the absence of 

acceptor) drying from chlorobenzene (CB) was first examined. We observed that the drying 

process of the polymer inks consisted of several different stages as shown in Figure 2. Those 

different stages, including: stage I (dissolved state), stage II (nucleation and growth), stage III 

(solvent swollen glassy state) and stage IV (glassy state), are colored to guide the eye. We 

performed the experiment on both P3HT ink (Figure 2a), P3HT:PCBM ink (Figure 2b), and 

P3HT:PNDIT ink (Figure 2 c,d). The detailed analyses of the different drying stages are 

presented in the following discussion.  
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 As shown in Figure 2a, the morphology evolution of P3HT in CB includes several stages of 

drying. The initial wet film thickness was determined by solution viscosity, gap distance, and 

printing speed. Compared to P3HT:PCBM 1:1 ink, the P3HT ink has a higher viscosity and 

thus a thicker wet film (~11180 nm) was deposited immediately after printing. The constant 

decrease in layer thickness as function of time indicates a constant evaporation rate of the 

solvent (See S-Figure 1). During the first stage of drying (Figure 2a green region), P3HT 

remained well-dissolved and no diffraction was observed. As the solvent continues to 

evaporate, the concentration of the polymer increases, and P3HT hit its solubility limit in 

chlorobenzene (at a concentration of 160 mg/ml with a wet film thickness of 2100 nm), 

followed by nucleation and crystallite growth, as signaled by the appearance of the (100) 

diffraction peak. In the second stage (Figure 2a yellow region), the crystallization of P3HT 

continues as the ink continues to dry, and the diffraction peak intensifies. During the 

nucleation and growth stage (stage II), the (100) diffraction peak position initially appears at a 

value of 0.371 A-1 (or a d-spacing of 1.69 nm given by Bragg's law), which is stable at first, 

and then increases slowly with time. We attribute this initial peak position to the formation of 

solvent-swollen nuclei. As the solvent continues to evaporate from the film, the packing 

distance between swollen alkyl chains decreases, as shown by the peak shift in stage II 

(yellow region). With ongoing solvent evaporation, the mobility of the P3HT chains in the CB 

solvent decreases. At stage III (solvent swollen glass state, pink region), the morphology 

evolution is affected by the polymer chain mobility, since the crystallization requires mass 

transport and rearrangement of polymer chains[49]. The polymer chain mobility can be 

understood by examining the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the solvent-swollen P3HT: 

CB domains. The Tg describes the transition temperature for the polymer chain to transit from 

a glassy (frozen) to rubbery (flexible) state[50,51]. The CB solvent molecules can act as 

plasticizer to lower the glass transition temperature of the P3HT chains. As the solvent 

evaporates from the P3HT thin film, the Tg for the polymer:solvent glass increases, and 
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consequently the polymer chain mobility decreases. Once the solvent evaporation throughout 

the polymer:solvent glass approaches completion, the mobility of the polymer chains is 

significantly reduced and exceeds the experimental time scale (~ hundreds of seconds). At 

this point the nucleation and growth process comes to an end (State II ended). The polymer 

chains was observed to be glassy when the film thickness dropped to 312 nm, by which the 

majority of the solvent had escaped from the sample, signaled by the plateauing of the 

integrated peak intensity (Figure 2a red region). Because the polymer chains were in glassy 

state, there was no long-range rearrangement of the P3HT chains. During this Stage III, the 

peak intensity and FWHM remained unchanged, because no more polymer crystallites were 

formed or grown. The continued change in peak position was caused by reduction of the 

average packing distance between the alkyl chains as the residual solvent continued to escape 

from the film. Once all the residual solvent left the film, no further changes occurred and 

polymer thin film morphology was fixed, as shown in Stage IV (Figure 2a grey region).  
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Figure 2: Evolution of the (100) diffraction peak of P3HT from P3HT ink (a), P3HT/PCBM 

1:1 ink (b), P3HT/PNDIT 1:1 ink (c). Evolution of the (100) diffraction peak of PNDIT from 

P3HT/PNDIT 1:1 BHJ ink (d). The film thickness, integrated peak intensity and peak position 

are plotted in the left panel, and peak position and FWHM are plotted in the right panel. (e) 

Comparison of peak intensity P3HT (red) and PNDIT (blue) for P3HT:PNDIT cells in the late 

stage of drying. Different drying stages are marked with colors.  

 

The crystallization of P3HT in P3HT:PCBM 1:1 weight ratio ink is very similar to the P3HT 

only ink. The addition of PCBM reduced the viscosity of the ink, resulting in thinner initial 

wet film of 8050 nm at the same coating speed and gap size as for neat P3HT. Same as the 

pure P3HT films, the drying behavior of P3HT:PCBM systems also consisted of the 

previously discussed four physical stages. Once the wet-film thickness reached 1270 nm 

(P3HT concentration of 95 mg/ml and a total solid concentration (P3HT:PCBM of 190 

mg/ml), the P3HT polymer started to nucleate and grow (Figure 2b stage II yellow region). 

With decreasing film thickness (280 nm), the polymer chain and peak intensity stopped 

increasing with further drying (Figure 2b stage III pink region). The residual solvent 

continued to dry and peak position continued to increase, while the peak intensity and FWHM 

plateaued. The final dry film thickness was 230 nm (Figure 2b stage IV grey region). Our 

observation for P3HT:PCBM BHJ were confirmed by previous works. [34,36]  

 

Compared to P3HT:PCBM, the morphology development for P3HT:PNDIT blends showed 

similar crystallization behavior during the early state of drying (Stage II, yellow region), but 

remarkable differences during the later stage (Figure 2 c,d). When the wet-film thickness was 

reduced to 2160 nm (or at P3HT concentration of 66 mg/ml and a total solid concentration 

(P3HT:PNDIT) of 132 mg/ml), the P3HT polymer started to nucleate and grow (Stage II). 

Interestingly, Stage III (solvent swollen glass state, pink region) was not observed in the 
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drying process of P3HT:PNDIT ink. The intensity of P3HT (100) peak increased continuously 

until the film was fully dried (Stage IV, grey region). This morphology development was 

different from the drying process observed for the neat P3HT or P3HT:PCBM blend inks, 

where the peak intensity stopped increasing (Stage III) before the film was fully dried. These 

observations suggest that P3HT continues to crystallize even in the late stages of drying, when 

most of the solvent has already evaporated. 

 

Figure 3. Plot of peak intensity for P3HT (100) vs solute concentration. The intensity of the 

P3HT diffraction peaks is normalized such that the intensity for the fully dried film is the 

same and arbitrarily set to 30. The solute volume fraction is normalized to 1 in fully dried 

state.  

 

To better compare the three different drying processes, we plot the intensity of the P3HT 

(100) diffraction peak with respect to the normalized polymer concentration, as shown in 

Figure 3. The solute volume fraction, for both donor and acceptor, was obtained from the 

ratio of the dry film to swollen film thickness as measured by the real time interferometer. A 

polymer volume fraction of 1 indicates the film is fully dried and a solute volume fraction of 

0.5 means the wet film consists half of the solute and half of the solvent. To simplify the 

process, here we assumed the same density for P3HT and CB. The crystallization for the 
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P3HT polymer stopped at a solute concentration of 0.75 for P3HT:PCBM blends compared to 

almost 1 for P3HT:PNDIT blends.  

 

The different crystallization processes for P3HT in Figure 3 can be explained by the polymer 

chain mobility. When a liquid is cooled continuously, which happens during drying, the rate 

of diffusion decreases while the viscosity increases, reflecting a diminishing molecular 

mobility. Similarly, the glass transition in polymers occurs on cooling when the characteristic 

time of molecular motions responsible for structural rearrangements becomes longer than the 

timescale of the experiment. It is worth pointing out that, Tg should not be treated as a 

physical constant, but as physical parameter that depends on the method of measurement.  For 

example, Tg shifts to a higher temperature with increasing cooling rates or measurement 

frequency[52].  The Tg of a polymer blend system can be predicted by the classical Fox 

equation [53] or Kelley–Bueche equation[54]. To explain the observation in Figure 3, we 

estimated the Tg for the P3HT:PCBM blend and P3HT:PNDIT blend using the Fox equation 

(Equation 1). Here, we do not intend to obtain the exact value of the Tg, but use the value to 

estimate the chain mobility.  
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Wpolymer and Wsolvent are the weight fractions of the polymer and solvent in the blend 

respectively. The Tg of PC61BM was reported to be approximately 130 ˚C, and the Tg of P3HT 

was reported to be 12 ˚C by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)[55]. The Tg of the PNDIT 

polymer was measured to be around -40 ˚C by DSC (See the Supporting Information S-

Figure 2). The Tg of conjugated polymer backbones is expected to be high (unlikely to be -40 

˚C) due to its rigid backbone. The observed Tg around -40oC must then be related to the alkyl 

side chains of the conjugated polymer, whereas the glass transition associated to the backbone 

is likely to be too weak to be observed in the DSC experiments due to limited sensitivity. It 
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has been previously noted that long alkyl chains could have their own Tg
[56]. The Tg value 

obtained from the Fox equation is a rough of the chain mobility. According to the Fox 

equation, the hypothetical Tg of an amorphous phase of 1:1 blend of PNDIT and P3HT, if 

exists, was is estimated to be -14 ˚C[53]. As a result, the 1:1 mixture of P3HT:PNDIT blend 

with a Tg of -14 ˚C would be probably able to crystallize at 35 ˚C even with most of the 

solvent evaporated. On the other hand, the 1:1 blend of P3HT:PCBM showed a much higher 

Tg of 71.5 ˚C predicted by Equation 1 , which prevented the polymer from crystallizing 

further at 35 ˚C within experimental time scale. Various groups have also observed elevated 

Tg for P3HT:PCBM blends as compared to P3HT, using DSC[55], real time X-ray 

diffraction[57], DMA[58], ellipsometry[59], and in operando measurement of the solar cell at 

different temperatures[60].  

 

The diffraction of the PNDIT polymer was also analyzed for P3HT:PNDIT polymer blend. 

The (100) diffraction peak from the PNDIT polymer is shown in Figure 1d. Previous real 

time X-ray scattering work based on P3HT:PCBM was not able to analyzed the scattering 

peak from acceptors due to the low diffraction signal from PCBM, as well as overlapping 

peak position with halogenated solvent scattering[36,38,40]. Longer exposure time,  ~10s could 

improve the diffraction intensity from PCBM but sacrifices the frame rates[39]. In contrast, the 

PNDIT polymer has strong diffraction peaks and is therefore chosen to give insights into the 

crystallization process of acceptor polymers. The diffraction peak for PNDIT showed up at a 

wet film thickness of ~2410 nm. The acceptor polymer crystallized at a concentration of 60 

mg/ml or a total of solid concentration of 120 mg/ml, which was slightly lower than that of 

the donor polymer (Figure 2e). This shows that the acceptor polymer crystalized first to form 

aggregates, which serves as the initial driving force for the blend system to phase separate[43]. 

The intensity of the PNDIT (100) diffraction peak initially increased then decreased, which 

contrasts to ever-growing P3HT peak. The onset for this decrease coincides with the increase 
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of the intensity of the P3HT (100) peak. We speculate that the crystallization of the P3HT 

induces disorder in the previous formed PNDIT domains, possibly because the PNDIT chains 

were still allowed to move because its Tg was below room temperature.  

 

Further quantitative structural information of the crystalline domains in the dried film has 

been obtained using ex situ GIWAXS with a large-area detector. In order to understand the 

phase behavior between two polymers, the blend ratio between the donor and acceptor 

polymer was systematically varied from 9:1, 7:3, 5:5, 3:7 to 1:9 by weight. The ex situ 

samples were prepared at beamline with the same sample preparation protocol to ensure the 

same sample morphology from the in situ experiments. The ex situ GIWAXS diffraction 

images for P3HT:PCBM and P3HT:PNDIT blends at those blend ratios are presented in 

Figure 4.  

 

For the 9:1 P3HT:PCBM blend, the P3HT polymer showed a similar diffraction pattern 

compared to the pure P3HT sample (See Supporting Information S-Figure 3)). As the PCBM 

concentration is increased (holding total solute concentration constant), the P3HT (100) 

diffraction peak intensity decreases, while the scattering intensity for PCBM increases. At a 

3:7 blend ratio, only a very weak (100) diffraction peak from P3HT was observed. No 

diffraction peak from P3HT was observed when in 1:9 blend ratio, indicating that all the 

P3HT adopted an amorphous phase or intermixed with PCBM. The miscibility between P3HT 

(regioregular) and PCBM was estimated to be around 20% from Figure 4c. This is in 

agreement with observations from literature that P3HT and PCBM have partial miscibility[61-

64]. 

 

For P3HT:PNDIT, (Figure 4c), the diffraction signal from PNDIT was already observable 

even in the 9:1 blend and the peak intensified with higher acceptor content. More interestingly, 
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in contrast to the P3HT:PCBM blends, the (100) peak of P3HT was persistently observed 

even at 1:9 blend ratio. This indicates that the P3HT donor and PNDIT acceptor polymers 

have a strong tendency to phase separate (low miscibility), in contrast to the relatively high 

miscibility between P3HT and PCBM. 

 

Using the (200) diffraction peak, the amount of P3HT crystalline domain was calculated and 

plotted in Figure 4c for different systems. The (200) peak was chosen over (100) to avoid the 

interference with specular X-ray from grazing incidence geometry. The integrated diffraction 

signal was normalized by incidence beam intensity, exposure time, film thickness and beam 

path. The amount of pure crystalline P3HT, as extracted from P3HT diffraction peak followed 

a linear trend with respect to the blend ratio for both blend systems, although it decreased 

faster with increased contents of PCBM than that of PNDIT. Moreover, for the 1:1 blend ratio, 

the P3HT peak intensity is 40% higher in P3HT:PNDIT blend compared to that in the 

P3HT:PCBM blend. This is likely due to the stronger tendency for the P3HT to mix with 

PCBM to form P3HT:PCBM mixed glassy domains with high Tg as observed by real-time X-

ray diffraction experiments. There is less mixed phase for all polymers BHJ in this case as see 

from Figure 4c.  

 

The alkyl chain packing distance and π-π stacking distances for P3HT were analyzed, 

revealing no significant differences for the different blend ratios (See Supporting Information 

Table 1). The P3HT crystal showed an alkyl packing distance of 16.6 ± 0.02 Å-1, and a π-π 

packing distance of 3.75 ± 0.02 Å-1. The observed values agree with previous observations by 

other groups[32,57,65].  This indicates that both acceptors do not form crystalline domain with 

P3HT donor.  
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Figure 4, GIWAXS diffraction pattern of the P3HT/PCBM (a) and P3HT/PNDIT (b) blends 

system. Amount of pure crystalline P3HT with different blend ratios (c). The total integrated 

peak intensity was normalized to film thickness, exposure time and beam path for a fair 

comparison.  

 
In order to further understand how different acceptors impact the phase separation in 

P3HT:PCBM and P3HT:PNDIT blend films, we employed transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) for real-space imaging of the film morphology 
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(See S-Figure 4 & 5, respectively). TEM showed that for the samples with blend ratio of 1:1, 

the P3HT:PNDIT film exhibited a network-like highly phase separated morphology with 

length scale around hundreds of nanometers to one micron, in contrast to visually more 

uniform film seen from P3HT:PCBM images. By probing the top surface morphology, AFM 

showed that the blend films made from P3HT:PCBM had a smoother surface and indicated 

that the large scale phase separation seen with TEM is likely from the film thickness variation. 

Due to the low electron density difference between the donor and acceptor materials when 

thickness variation is not as large for other blend ratios, TEM could not provide sufficient in-

sight information on the phase separation. Therefore, we employed resonant soft X-ray 

scattering (RSoXS) with X-ray energies around carbon K absorption edge, with which the 

contrast between donor and acceptor in the blend film is greatly enhanced [66,67].  

For P3HT:PCBM blends (Figure 5a), the X-ray energy of 284.2 eV was used for best 

scattering contrast between the two constituents. Mostly isotropic scattering patterns were 

observed for all blend ratios. A bimodal distribution of the scattering intensity vs scattering 

vector Q was observed for high P3HT:PCBM ratio, especially for the 7:3 blend. As the blend 

ratio of P3HT:PCBM decreases from 9:1 to 1:9, the X-ray scattering intensity distribution 

became a singe peak and shifted to higher q. For P3HT:PCBM with 5:5 blend ratio, a 

reasonably strong scattering peak at q = 0.03 Å-1 was observed, which corresponds to a 

domain-domain spacing of around 21 nm. When the PCBM concentration was further 

increased, the domain spacing was further reduced down to 18nm for 3:7 blend ratio and less 

than 9 nm for 1:9 blend ratio. This is likely due to the early lock-in of the amorphous domains 

resulting from increased Tg of amorphous P3HT:PCBM blends for the higher blending ratio of 

PCBM (the Tg of the 3:7 P3HT:PCBM blend is predicted to be 86.0 ˚C, and the Tg of the 1:9 

P3HT:PCBM is predicted to be 114.8 ˚C using the Fox equation as shown Equation 1). The 

increased Tg causes a reduction in the P3HT chain mobility, since the substrate temperature 

was fixed at 35°C. As a result, 1:9 blend P3HT:PCBM will freeze in P3HT crystallization at 
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an early drying stage, by forming higher fraction of glassy mixture of P3HT:PCBM, hence 

slightly smaller phase separation. 

 

In contrast, for P3HT:PNDIT blends, most of the intensity is concentrated in the low q region, 

which indicates a much larger phase separation between donors and acceptors. Slight 

scattering anisotropy was observed when comparing the scattering profiles parallel and 

perpendicular to the beam polarization direction. This anisotropy was insensitive to sample in-

plane rotation, indicating that the polymer chains have local correlation in their orientation 

alignment (over tens of nanometers), but are globally isotropic[68]. As the blend ratio of 

P3HT:PDNIT changed from 9:1 to 1:9, the scattering pattern showed different trends when 

compared to P3HT:PCBM blends. For 1:1 blend ratio, a decay of scattering intensity vs 

scattering vector was observed. Combined with the observations by TEM imaging, we would 

expect a weak scattering peak at smaller scattering vector than accessed (at q < 0.001 Å-1 or a 

domain-domain spacing >628nm). This is also evidenced by optical microscope imaging (See 

S-Figure 6) and AFM showing large phase scale separation (See S-Figure 5). Such large 

scales were likely not due to crystallization-induced phase separation but more likely due to 

the spinodal decomposition of donor and acceptor phases[69]. Another very weak scattering 

intensity hump was observed at the high scattering vector region. The scattering peak at the 

high q region, which corresponds to a size scale of 20 nm, was insensitive to the composition 

change, which we attribute to the P3HT domains, perhaps P3HT crystallites. This is 

consistent within the experimental error with the observation of ex-situ GIWAXS, where the 

coherence length for the crystalline domain of P3HT polymer was observed to be about 12nm 

as estimated from Scherrer equation[70] and a value of FWHM ~0.024 A-1. A peak in I(Q) with 

a scattering vector of 0.002 Å-1
 was observed for both the 1:9 and 9:1 blend ratio. Those two 

peaks correspond to a size scale of ~300 nm, which we believe is from the surface roughness 

due to large phase separation. The same peaks at the low q value were also observed at the 
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beam energy of 270eV, which we used to maximize the contrast between the layer and 

vacuum, which is sensitive to surface roughness (S-Figure 7).  

 

A comparison of the P3HT:PCBM blend with P3HT:PNDIT blend showed that the phase 

separation size scale was much smaller for the polymer:fullerene blend. Furthermore, the 

phase-segregation scale for polymer: fullerene blend becomes smaller with an increase of the 

fullerene content, which agrees well with observed intermix between P3HT and PCBM from 

ex situ GIWAXS data, since the crystallization is the driving force for the phase separation 

process. On the other hand, the polymer:polymer blend showed similar small phase separation 

at 20 nm as well as large phase separation (µm scale), due to the crystallization induced phase 

separation as well as the spinodal decomposition.  
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Figure 5: the RSoXS scattering of the P3HT:PCBM solar cells (284.2 eV) (a) and 

P3HT:PNDIT solar cell with different blend ratio (285.2 eV) (b) . The intensity vs scattering 

vector is shown in (c) P3HT:PCBM and (d) P3HT:PNDIT 

 

On the basis of our results above, we propose the following process for the morphology 

evolution of the donor and acceptor phases and discuss the differences between the polymer 

acceptor and fullerene acceptor (Figure 6). In Stage I of the drying process, the donor and 

acceptor are well dissolved in the solution. As solvent evaporation proceeds, the concentration 

of solute goes up. Once the critical concentration is reached, the crystallization occurs (Stage 
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II and III), either from donor or acceptor. The nucleation and growth of the polymer chains 

continues until they are frozen, due to increased Tg in solvent swollen polymer glass. For the 

polymer:fullerene:solvent glass, the glass transition temperature is higher due to high Tg of 

the PCBM component, and thus arrests the crystallization and phase separation at an early 

stage of the drying process. As a result, a small phase separation between the P3HT and 

PCBM by RSoXS and 20% amorphous mixture of P3HT and PCBM were observed by ex situ 

GIWAXS. On the other hand, during the drying process, the intermediate state of intermixed 

region in the solvent for the polymer/polymer system showed a Tg lower than room 

temperature. Therefore, donor and acceptor polymers further crystallized, which results in a 

large phase separation and a detrimental impact on the charge separation process.  

 

 

Figure 6: schematic of the drying process for polymer:fullerene (a) and polymer:polymer (b) 

solar cells. With polymer/PCBM blend, a smaller phase separation is formed due to the high 
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Tg of the mixture of P3HT/PCBM. The red chains represent P3HT, the blue chains represent 

PNDIT, black dots represent PCBM, and the green represents solvent. 

 

To test whether the proposed process in Figure 6 is applicable to other materials, we 

performed experiments with another donor polymer, polyisoindigo bithiophene (PiI-2T), with 

PCBM or PNDIT acceptor. Similarly, we observed a large phase separation for PiI-2T:PNDIT 

blends (600 nm) compared to PiI-2T:PCBM blends (150 nm) (see S-Figure 8). This 

observation agrees well with results from P3HT:PCBM blends discussed above. 

 

As discussed above, the all polymer solar cells studied here show strong tendency to phase 

separate into large domains.  Thus, to reduce domain size, it is worth considering two 

different routes.  The first is to use high Tg donors and acceptors, and to trap the donors and 

acceptors into intermixed phase to form smaller phase separation[51]. Moreover, a high Tg 

active layer is also desired for long term thermal stability of solar cell[71]. There are several 

reports on highly stable OPV by using high Tg donors or acceptors.  For example, poly[2-

methoxy-5- (30,70-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene] (MDMO-PPV), which has a 

Tg of ~138 °C, has shown improved thermal stability compared to P3HT based 

polymer:fullerene solar cells[72]. The Tg of a polymer depends on the molecular weight of 

polymer as described by the Flory-Fox equation[73]. Increasing polymers’ molecular weight 

not only benefits from smaller phase separation from elevated Tg, but also improved charge 

carrier mobility to enhance charge extraction[65]. There are also high Tg acceptors. For 

example, the PC71BM has a Tg of 163 °C and indene C60 bis-adduct (ICBA) has a Tg of 

168 °C[74].  Instead from reducing phase separation from by kinetics, another route is to 

control the mixing energy between two polymers based on the thermodynamics. The classical 

Flory-Huggins theory was developed for mixing of two-polymer melts.  The interaction 

between two polymers can be simplified to the Flory Huggins parameter χ, which can be 
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calculated from the solubility parameter of the respective polymers. If one can measure the 

solubility parameter, the mixing energy between two polymers could be estimated.  Several 

groups have reported the measurement of the solubility parameter by either the 

ellipsometry[74] or the solvent swelling experiment[75]. It is important to reduce the interaction 

pair between the donors and acceptors to form mixed phase, which has been shown to form 

new energy landscape that may be very important for high performance solar cells[76,77].  

 

Conclusion: 

In summary, we use real-time X-ray scattering to compare the morphology development of 

the P3HT donor polymer when blended with PCBM or PNDIT acceptor polymers. In contrast 

to PCBM, PNDIT has a lower tendency to form a mixed phase with P3HT than PCBM, which 

may be the key to inhibit the donor polymer crystallization process, thus creating preferred 

small phase separation between the donor and acceptor polymer. 

  

For future development of all-polymer solar cells, consideration for donor/acceptor 

crystallization behavior is needed to prevent the BHJ from forming large phase separation, 

which hinders the exciton splitting at the interface. Thus, to reduce the large phase separation 

occurring during fabrication of all solar cells, the crystallization of the donor and acceptor 

polymers needs to be suppressed, especially for highly crystalline polymers. This highlights 

the need to consider tuning the polymer’s ability to crystalize (or aggregate) during the drying 

process.  

 
 
Experimental Section  

Materials. Regioregular P3HT (Sepiolid P100, by BASF in cooperation with Rieke, 

molecular weight of Mn = 12,480 g/mol and a polydispersity index of 1.7 was used. C61PCBM 

was obtained from Nano-C. Both materials were used as received. The naphthalene diimide 
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thiophene acceptor copolymer (PNDIT) was synthesized according to previously reported 

procedures[78]. The number average molecular weight (Mn) and weight dispersity (ÐW) 

measured by high temperature size exclusion chromatography (HT-SEC) were 28.2 kDa and 

1.8, respectively. HT-SEC using 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene was performed at 180 °C on a Tosoh 

High-temperature EcoSEC equipped with a single TSKgel GPC column (GMHHR-H; 300 

mm × 7.8 mm) calibrated by monodiperse polystyrene standards. DSC experiments were 

carried out with a TA Instruments DSC Q2000 using Tzero Aluminum pans. 

 

Morphology characterizations. In situ X-ray scattering during the solvent evaporation was 

performed at Beamline 7-2 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) with a 

two-dimensional area Pilatus detector (Dectris, 300k). The sample to detector distance was 

386.2 mm, and the incidence angle was 0.12°. The X-ray wavelength was 0.8266 Å, 

corresponding to an X-ray beam energy of 15 keV. The X-ray beam flux was attenuated by a 

factor of 30 to reduce beam damage to the sample. In situ film thickness was monitored by a 

Filmetrics F-20 EXR interferometer equipped with an infrared light source. The infrared 

spectrum on the drying sample was acquired every 100 ms. The data points were then 

analyzed using the software provided by Filmetric to extract the film thickness.  

 

Ex situ grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) was performed at Beamline 

11-3 of the SSRL with a two-dimensional area detector (Mar345 Image Plate) and the sample 

in a helium atmosphere. The sample to detector distance was 400 mm, and the incidence angle 

was 0.12˚. The X-ray wavelength was 0.9758 Å, corresponding to an X-ray beam energy of 

12.7 keV.  

 

Ex situ resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS) data were collected at the Advanced Light 

Source (ALS) Beamline 11.0.1.2 in transmission geometry inside a high vacuum chamber[79]. 
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For sample preparation, Si wafers with native oxides were first treated in ultraviolet-ozone for 

20 min followed by spin-coating of poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) from a 10 wt% aqueous 

solution at 5,000 rpm for 30 s. The substrates were then baked in air at 80 ˚C for 10 min to 

remove residual water. The polymer solar cell thin films were solution printed on the 

poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate)-coated Si wafer with the same process condition used in the 

real-time X-ray scattering experiment, and then floated off in deionized water and transferred 

to a 100 nm Si3N4 membrane supported on a 5 by 5 mm, 200-um-thick Si frame (Norcada 

Inc.). The film was then dried in air before being transferred into the vacuum chamber for 

RSoXS. The beam energy was swept from 270 to 290 eV, with a 10 s exposure time per scan. 

Scattering patterns were collected on a two-dimensional charge-coupled device camera in 

vacuum and cooled to -45 ˚C (Princeton Instrument PI-MTE). Diffraction data were collected 

at two sample to detector distances of 50mm and 150mm respectively, to give a combined q 

range of 0.001 ~ 0.070 Å-1. Data analysis was performed using the Nika package supported in 

the Igor Pro environment[80].  
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